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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The climate in which government managers must make decisions grows more complex and uncertain. All stakeholders — the public, industry, and Congress — are demanding greater consciousness, responsibility, and accountability of programs and their budgets. Yet, managerial decisions have become multifaceted, involve greater risk, and operate over much longer time periods. Over the last four or five decades, as policy analysis and decisions became more complex, scientists from psychology, operations research, systems science, and economics have developed a more or less coherent process called decision analysis to aid program management. The process of decision analysis — a systems theoretic approach — provides the backdrop for this paper.

The Laboratory Integrated Prioritization System (LIPS) has been developed as a systems analytic and risk-based prioritization tool to aid the management of the Tri-Labs' (Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, and Sandia) operating resources. Preliminary analyses of the effects of LIPS has confirmed the practical benefits of decision and systems sciences — the systematic, quantitative reduction in uncertainty.

To date, the use of LIPS — and, hence, its value — has been restricted to resource allocation within the Tri-Labs' operations budgets. This report extends the role of risk-based prioritization to the support of DOE Total Quality Management (TQM) programs. Furthermore, this paper will argue for the requirement to institutionalize an evolutionary, decision theoretic approach to the policy analysis of the Department of Energy's Program Budget.

The paper is organized into four distinct sections:

- Section 1 develops the background for this paper.
- Section 2 provides a brief description of LIPS and TQM.
- Section 3 defines technical uncertainty, discusses the sources of bias while making decisions under uncertainty, and identifies the rational and ethical basis for integrating risk-based prioritization into TQM.
- Section 4 summarizes the requirement for a quantitative, decision-theoretic approach to policy analysis to enhance current TQM programs.
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1. BACKGROUND

Decision Theory. The challenges that face government leaders have never been more complex. All stakeholders—the public, industry partners, and Congress—are demanding more accountability and responsibility for our nation's resources.

Certainly the rapid increase in our population, with the resulting demands on finite resources, has played an important role in increasing the complexity of decisions. Another important factor is the accelerating change in the technologies with which we surround ourselves. These technologies are more hazardous and have longer time-horizons than ever before.

Yet, as management complexity has increased, scientists from a variety of disciplines have developed a more or less coherent methodology called decision analysis. It is a systems theoretic approach to solving decision problems that was nurtured by scientists in such diverse fields as psychology, economics, management science, and operations research.

Most decision theoretic approaches are relatively sympatric (a concept borrowed from ethology implying that each approach is distinct, yet covers the same ground). The basic components of all decision analysis problems include:

- A perceived need to accomplish some objectives.
- Several alternatives, one of which must be selected.
- The consequences associated with alternatives are different.
- Uncertainty about the consequences of each alternative.
- The possible consequences are not all equally valued. (Keeney, 1982, pg. 817)

The history and scope of decision analysis can be found in several fine articles which describe decision theory (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1981; Keeney, 1982; and, Lopes, 1994).

Risk-Based Prioritization. Decision theoretic analysts developed the Laboratory Integrated Prioritization System (LIPS) as a policy analysis tool:

"...to integrate and prioritize the spending of DP (Defense Programs) Laboratory resources, while considering the concerns of diverse stakeholders." (Laboratory Integration Prioritization System, Supporting Documentation, 1994, pg. 1-1)

LIPS assists managers in their decision-making by formally combining the
assessments of technical experts with the policy judgments of key stakeholders. As a risk-based prioritization process, LIPS helps managers make rational choices in the midst of technical, economic, and political complexity — and, perhaps most importantly, in the midst of uncertainty.

**Organizational effectiveness.** During the past half-century, professionals from the field of organizational effectiveness developed a class of methodologies generically called *Total Quality Management* (TQM). Techniques such as TQM were designed to promote organization efficiency by focusing workers and managers on the feedback loop defined by: (a) customer expectations, (b) customer assessment of the product, and (c) customer satisfaction. See Figure 1.

Figure 1. The customer feedback loop which is the essence of Total Quality Management.

However, there is no single TQM process or program (Bennett, 1994). Yet, there is common ground. What most successful TQM programs seem to share mutually is a requirement to measure system processes.

**Purpose.** Though LIPS and TQM are both systems theoretic in nature, there has been no formal attempt to integrate the two. The purpose of this paper is to examine the theoretical foundations of risk-based prioritization methodologies, like LIPS, in context with modern organizational effectiveness programs, like TQM.
2. AN INTRODUCTION TO LIPS & TQM

In the following subsections, I will describe LIPS and TQM briefly. These descriptions will provide the context for the main body of the paper—a discussion about the use of quantitative policy analysis in the reduction of managerial uncertainty, and the thorough integration of decision sciences into TQM.

These discussions will be restricted to the Department of Energy (DOE) Defense Programs (DP) oversight responsibilities to the Tri-Lab (Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, and Sandia) operations budgets. The term “operations” budget refers to those overhead activities which do not directly participate in bringing funds into the laboratory, but are essential to the success of the laboratory.

2.1. Description of LIPS

Because of changing national imperatives, monies allocated to DOE DP have many constraints. In an effort to make DP operations as cost effective as possible, one forward-thinking DP manager initiated a program to ensure logical, equitable, and systematic use of its resources by the National Laboratories, with initial emphasis on the Tri-Labs’ operating budgets.

In response to the programmatic requirement to map overhead expenditures onto operating requirements, the Tri-Lab organizations developed a systematic prioritization procedure to help managers make rational, optimal choices about their budgets. The Tri-Lab organizations reported the details of their collaboration in Laboratory Integrated Prioritization System Documentation Support (1994).

Decision analysts intended the principal benefits of LIPS to be the following:

- Identify the relative significance of requirements
- Provide a basis for negotiating requirements and/or funding
- Provide a basis for identifying, determining, and comparing risks

The prioritization model is well documented in the “user’s manual” cited above. In brief, LIPS uses a Multiattribute Utility Analysis (MUA) to prioritize the risks and reduce uncertainty.

Multiattribute Utility Analysis (MUA). MUA is a systems analytic and decision theoretic approach that compares alternatives by evaluating the benefits that would accrue in various areas. The following three steps comprise MUA:

- Identification of objectives and evaluation criteria
- Development of measurement scales and value models
- Quantification of decision-maker preferences

For example, you might use MUA to compare cars based on price, reliability, and comfort (the objective and evaluation criteria). See Table 1 for a hypothetical analysis. You would then set up a table with each car as a separate row, with one column allotted to each of the criteria. You would then assign the criteria various dimensions (the measurement scales). Finally, if you value the criteria differently (i.e., price is more important than reliability), you would weight one more than another (the value model), then combine the scores (the quantification of preferences), and make a decision.

LIPS uses criteria such as:

- Public health & safety
- Worker health & safety
- Environmental protection
- Safeguards & security
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The criteria were chosen based on work done by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for commercial power plants. The value model for the MUA was developed by a Tri-Lab technical working group.

Table 1. An example of a hypothetical Multiattribute Utility Analysis matrix. The criterion score is first, with the rank in parenthesis. If the criteria categories were valued differentially, weighting typically would be applied to the rank scores and combined using a standard multiattribute utility function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Comfort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car A</td>
<td>$10,000 (1)</td>
<td>5 garage days/year (2)</td>
<td>10 chiro-practic visits/year (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car B</td>
<td>$15,000 (2)</td>
<td>2 garage days/year (1)</td>
<td>20 chiro-practic visits/year (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car B</td>
<td>$20,000 (3)</td>
<td>10 garage days/year (3)</td>
<td>2 chiro-practic visits/year (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical experts in various areas of the plant operations (e.g., Technical Information or Budget Division) assign scores. The values are combined by means of a standard multiattribute utility function coded into a simple computer program, and then passed on to the managerial decision-makers.

Decision Theory and Multiattribute Utility Analysis is well documented in the scientific literature (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Fischhoff, 1981; Gardenfors and Sahlin, 1988; and, Clemen, 1991). Also, see the Postscript at the end of the paper for current perspectives on MUA.

Summary. LIPS is a systems analytic and a decision theoretic method using multiattribute utility analysis and is designed to reduce technical uncertainty during the policy analysis process. LIPS reduces uncertainty by using a logical and orderly process for prioritizing managerial risks and maximizing utility of organizational goals.

2.2. Overview of TQM

The term TQM was coined in 1985 by the Naval Air Systems Command to describe the Command’s newly adopted approach to conducting business (Bemowski, 1992). The U.S. Air Force’s approach to TQM was based explicitly on Japanese-style management practices. Since then, TQM has come to refer to any set of management practices — developed before or after 1985 — which advocates systems analytic management practices and emphasizes that customer and employee satisfaction, not profits, should be the primary motivation for conducting one’s business.

This paper does not go into depth concerning various TQM approaches to business management. There is a special reference section that contains specific citations directing interested readers to some of the primary sources. I have included specific citations concerning the application of TQM to various federal government agencies. See Bennett (1994) for a comparison of selected TQM approaches.

The three essential documents that delineate DOE operating guidelines and TQM implementation procedures are:

- DOE Order 5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities
- DOE Order 5700.6C, Quality Assurance
- DOE/HR-0066, Total Quality Management Implementation Guidelines

Of the three documents, DOE/HR-0066 (pg. 3) is the most explicit in terms of identifying key organizational attributes to be assessed. HR-0066 specifically recommends that DOE organizations use the Malcolm Baldrige Award criteria to assess systems and processes. These criteria include (percentages indicate proportion of total quality rating):
What is often missed by a cursory study of the Baldrige Award is that its rating categories represent specific, quantifiable operating characteristics of an organization. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is the “keeper” of the Baldrige Award and is responsible for establishing the quantitative metrics.

For example, one of the leadership criteria is: “Top executives are directly, visibly, and actively involved in quality related activities (DOE/HR-0066, pg. 65).” To evaluate an organization on this criterion, NIST examiners would directly examine managers’ calendars to determine if in fact they had spent time with quality management activities. Other criteria have their own established quantitative measures (Easton, 1993).

DOE does not state specifically that a certain TQM methodology be implemented throughout the agency. However, DOE does strongly urge that contractors and subordinate organizations in the DOE complex abide by the aphorism: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.” The Baldrige Award endorses the corollary to this maxim: “If you aren’t measuring it, you’re not managing it.”

If subordinate organizations institutionalize the use of DOE/HR-0066 within the DOE complex, then managers will need to incorporate organizational metrics into their normal business operations. Additionally, those same managers will have to ensure that they select contemporary, quantifiable scales standardized by some organization like NIST.

2.3. Summary

In the preceding overview section, I have provided a foundation for the integration of risk-based prioritization and TQM.

I characterized LIPS as a logical, orderly approach to the reduction of risk and uncertainty during policy analysis. Risk-based prioritization is rooted in the quantification of expert technical opinion concerning system performance. In the case of LIPS, the process has been limited to reducing risk surrounding the Tri-Labs’ operating budgets.

TQM was described as an organizational effectiveness tool that can take on a variety of “looks,” depending upon the style of management. However, over the last ten years, TQM has not only become wedded to systems sciences, but has adopted some of the basic principles of operations research. However, to date, decision science techniques, such as risk-based prioritization, have not been integrated explicitly into the application of TQM to budget policy analysis.

In the next section, I will (1) examine how decision science uses risk-based prioritization as an indispensable tool to reduce uncertainty during policy analysis, and (2) evaluate the value of risk-based prioritization as a TQM tool.
3. RISK-BASED PRIORITIZATION & TQM

To fully appreciate the value of risk-based prioritization and how it might be incorporated into TQM, I believe we need to examine the nature of uncertainty, and how managers must deal with it as they analyze policy decisions.

3.1. Technical Uncertainty

History of uncertainty. Throughout this century, authors have documented the hazards with which we surround ourselves (American Engineering Council, 1928; Pressman, 1928; Herring, 1989; and, Schlager, 1994). These selected compendia capture the failures in our science and technology—from the mundane to the catastrophic.

We assume, of course, that failures in technology were not intentional. Given this, I pose the question: What a priori certainty existed—in the minds of the designers and managers—that technology would not fail us? Surely, developers must have gone about some process to reduce the frequency and consequences of their systems failing.

In many cases, historians and analysts have in fact documented how scientists and policy makers dealt with certainty in technical knowledge. (For reasons of logic, it is uncertainty, rather than certainty, which must be analyzed. Throughout this paper, I will be dealing with uncertainty and failure rather than certainty and success.)

Academicians have written a number of excellent papers and books about technical uncertainty and the role it plays in policy analysis. See, for example, Morgan Henrion, and Morris, 1981; Clark, 1984; Funtowicz, and Ravetz, 1984; Morgan, Morris, Henrion, Amaral, Rish, 1984; Perrow, 1984; Roberts, 1990; Shrivastava, 1992; Sagan, 1993; and, Shrivastava, 1994. Many of the ideas in the following subsections have been synthesized from these authors.

Epistemology of uncertainty. Before examining what role technical uncertainty plays in management sciences and policy analysis, I believe it is important to examine the fundamental nature of uncertainty. It is in the epistemology (the study of knowledge) of uncertainty that we can appreciate the subjective nature of our physical world—as well as the foundation for the quantification of subjective estimates.

As the aphorism goes, “The only certainty is that nothing is certain (Pliny the Elder, c. 23-79 AD).” However, with the modern age of science, we have become particularly arrogant concerning our knowledge about our physical world. We have even come to the belief that there are such truths as physical constants!

Some of the sciences, like physics and chemistry, have developed a list of concepts—the physical constants—which are said to exist in the physical world, independent of our subjective knowledge about them. See Landolt-Börnstein (1992) for the current list of physical constants.

Setting solipsism aside, the fact that physical constants exist may, or may not, be true. For some scientists, it would be a bitter pill to swallow if they had to acknowledge the impermanence of the physical constants:

“It would be disheartening to any real scientist to feel that an accepted value of any physical constant would never again be changed. The most characteristic feature of science—in general and particular—is its never-ending change. But what one must not overlook is the fact that it is the probable value of any given constant that changes, not its actual value. A belief in any significant variability of the constants of nature is fatal to the spirit of science, as science is now understood.” (Birge, 1942, pg. 90. Italics added for emphasis.)
It is clear in this quote from Birge's landmark treatise, that there was something heretical about acknowledging that variability exists in natural physical constants. Yet, in the decade following Birge's paper, one of mathematics' most influential statisticians, Sir Ronald A. Fisher, had another view of the problem:

"The obstacle to which I refer is the existence of variability in the natural world. Only one hundred years ago the inhibitory effect of this obstacle can be seen in many writers; for us today the obstacle does not exist. The familiar concept of a frequency distribution ... comes to our minds, and we recognize that by means of this device, variability may be accurately specified, and its consequences calculated." (Fisher, 1959, pg. 21)

Fisher's view of the physical constants probably represents the other extreme from Birge. And, as may be expected, there is a more moderate view which represents a compromise:

"Strictly speaking, the actual error of a reported value (of a constant) is usually unknowable. Limits to this error, however, can usually be inferred — with some risk." (Eisenhart, 1968, pg. 1201)

This quote by a scientist from what is now the National Institute of Standards and Technology represents an aphilosophical position. Whether or not a physical constant exists should not deter us from going about the business of measuring nature — with some risk. The point is that whether or not physical constants exist in nature, uncertainty does exist about their true values because of the subjective nature of all measurements. That is, whether we are measuring the speed of light or the mass of an electron, some private, subjective experience must be exercised in the measurement process.

What role subjectivity played in creating the variability we observe in nature was not always so clear. In 1927, deBray (as reported by Birge, 1942) seriously concluded, based on the historical trend, that \( c \), the speed of light, was linearly decelerating at the rate of some four km/sec/year. At that rate, the speed of light would be zero in 75,000 years! Just a few years later, in 1934, Edmondson (again, as reported by Birge, 1942) concluded that deBray's calculation was in error by demonstrating that \( c \) was not decreasing, but had a damped, sinusoidal period of approximately forty years.

Having roundly criticized deBray and Edmondson, Birge concludes his discussion of \( c \) with what was to be a bit of premature confidence:

"Thus, after a long and, at times, hectic history, the value of \( c \) has at last settled down into a fairly satisfactory 'steady' state. The same thing can now be said of the other important constants." (Birge, 1942, pg. 101)

A mere nine years later, \( c \) had again shifted by more than 2.4 standard deviations of Birge's estimate of uncertainty (Eisenhart, 1968).

It would take almost two more decades before a "solution" to the seemingly ever changing value of \( c \) was agreed upon:

"...This new definition (of \( c \)) has the effect of giving a fixed value to the speed of light:

\[
c = 299,792,458 \text{ m/s exactly},
\]

...According to this definition, the speed of light can now no longer be measured." (Landolt and Bornstein, 1992, pg. 3-49. Italics added for emphasis.)

What is glossed over is that the meter is measured with respect to how far light travels in one second. (Never mind that the second is measured in terms of how long it takes light to travel one meter.) In other words, the speed of light is defined in terms of the speed of light! Without a doubt, this has to be (to borrow from Islam) the "mother" of all scientific tautologies. Using different technologies, David Pritchard (as reported by Holden, 1994) is taking an analogous approach in defining mass with respect to an "unchanging" standard.

Fortunately, there are some who have tried to clear the fog brought on by closed logic systems (Norman and Setterfield, 1987). They argue:
"The behaviour of the atomic constants and the velocity of light, c, indicate that atomic phenomena, though constant when measured in atomic time, are subject to variation in dynamical time." (pg. 3)

The two types of cosmic time that Norman and Setterfield refer to are atomic time (based on the period taken for an electron to move around once in its orbit), and dynamical time (based on the period taken for the earth to make one complete orbit of the sun). Furthermore, they believe that the data show that "the two clocks measuring cosmic time are running at different rates" (1987, pg. 3). Briefly, to Norman and Sutterfield, if the Theory of Relativity is to be believed, then we must give up our cherished notions of the objective permanence of the physical constants.

The unsettling notion concerning the impermanence of the constants has even been extended to the subjectivity of the fundamental forces of nature. Those who have attempted to take the Theory of Relativity that one final step—quantumization of gravity, and its unification with the other forces—have found that the mathematics of space-time may bring us to a Kantian dead end—the subjectiveness of the cosmos.

"Ultimately, the biggest barrier to the construction of a theory of quantum gravity may not be the mathematics, but the interpretation of the mathematics...."

"Veteran gravity theorist Chris Isham of Imperial College, London, sees even deeper issues starting to loom—issues long thought to be the preserve of philosophy. Perhaps most central of all is the question of whether space and time are merely constructs of our personal experience, as Immanuel Kant argued some 200 years ago.

"The mere suggestion that such fundamental concepts cannot be relied on in the construction of a theory would fill most physicists with horror. Yet those who dare to tackle the mystery of gravity are learning to live with such possibilities. As Isham puts it: 'The shadow of Kant is hanging over all of us.'" (Matthews, 1994, pg. 32)

To conclude this section on the epistemology of uncertainty, and to justify the apparent diversion, I would like to briefly discuss two of what I believe to be the most interesting papers on the role of uncertainty and subjective judgment in the physical and social sciences.

Henrion and Fischhoff (1986). Their paper, entitled "Assessing Uncertainty in Physical Constants," adequately demonstrates that scientists are consistently overconfident in their estimates of the physical constants, including the speed of light, Planck's constant, electron mass, Avogadro's number, and as well as several others. Youden (1972), in an earlier and appropriately entitled paper, "Enduring Values," reported a similar phenomenon for the Astronomical Unit. In that paper, Youden showed that each of fifteen estimates, from 1885 to 1961, were outside the standard deviation of the immediately previous estimate. The overconfidence of the scientists in their own estimates is hardly something that one would expect to occur by chance alone.

What is the basis of this phenomenon? In any estimate of a physical constant, there are two sources of error—the first, called true or random error, is the difference between the measurement and the true or actual value, and is the result of unexplained measurement variability; and the second, called systematic error or bias, is the estimate of the amount of error introduced by specific, but unknown, experimental conditions. Experimenters generate systematic error when they make subjective estimates of their uncertainty about the true error.

Since we cannot know the true value of the physical constants, how are we to separate true error and bias? Müller (1979) contends we should not. I agree.

For example, let us assume we can never know the real value of random error. Furthermore, it is given that we do know the magnitude and direction of systematic error (because it was subjectively estimated by the scientist). Therefore, let us just deal
with error as if it were systematic or biased only — that is, just make a single, albeit complex, estimate of our uncertainty. Henrion and Fischhoff (1986) and Youden (1972) have already shown that this is probably the case anyway.

Henrion and Fischhoff (1986) argue that while there are apparently limits on what we can do about the magnitude and direction of true error, there are at least some steps we can take in dealing with subjective error, i.e., uncertainty. Henrion and Fischhoff proceed to document carefully the literature describing how people make decisions in the face of uncertainty. (Some of this original literature will be discussed in later subsections.) Henrion and Fischhoff also specifically recommend how scientists can reduce the uncertainty around subjective estimates of the physical constants.

**What I will argue in later sections is that the errors, which occur when subjectively estimating the physical constants, also occur when estimating risk or uncertainty associated with policy analysis and management decisions.** Importantly, because we have some understanding about what influences our judgment in these settings, we should be able to minimize the magnitude and direction of the error.

Freudenburg (1988). The thesis of Freudenburg’s *Science* paper is that much of the difficulty in risk management occurs as the result of the perception that, on one hand, scientists identify “real,” technical risks, and, on the other hand, the public perceives risk within an environment of misinformation and irrationalities.

However, the underlying theme of Freudenburg’s paper is that judgments in the face of technical uncertainty, whether made by scientists or the public, will be influenced by known psychological and sociological factors. Furthermore, the factors which influence our estimates of uncertainty can be identified and controlled, at least to some extent.

**Summary of technical uncertainty.** In this section, I have presented a rather broad review concerning the nature of technical uncertainty in the physical sciences — and, to a lesser degree, the social sciences. I did this so that we may better understand the nature and influence of technical uncertainty during policy analysis.

I pointed out, using the physical constants as an explanatory vehicle, that measurement error (or, uncertainty) may have two sources. True error is the difference between the real value and the randomness introduced by our measurement tools. Bias or systematic error, the portion that *always* exists, is brought about by the subjective, perceptual, and cognitive nature of every measurement.

Henrion and Fischhoff (1986) and Freudenburg (1988) argued that we all use heuristics when we measure a physical process of nature or the organizational machinations of a group. Furthermore, measurement heuristics follow behavioral rules that have been well documented over the last few decades. Both papers make persuasive arguments that we can limit the magnitude of error and affect the direction of uncertainty, by understanding the unavoidable, subjective nature of those measurements.

In the following sections, I will discuss how the measurement of uncertainty can be the basis for quantitative methods of policy analysis. In doing so, I will review some of the heuristics of judgment.

### 3.2. Reduction of Uncertainty

**Objective & quantitative vs. subjective & qualitative.** During casual conversation, we often lump objective with quantitative and subjective with qualitative. In doing so, we can generate a misleading implication about the precision of our measurements.

The point here is that just because something is objective — a concrete, physical object — it does not restrict us to
quantitative, numerical measurements. And, conversely, just because something is subjective — a psychologically private, internal concept — it does not restrict us to qualitative, nominal measurement scales.

We can qualitatively measure something that is objective, or quantitatively measure something that is subjective. In both processes, what is important is accuracy (closeness to the true value) and precision (repeatability). As Eisenhart said when he described how to report uncertainty:

"A reported value whose accuracy is entirely unknown is worthless." (Eisenhart, 1968, pg. 1201)

Whether we are measuring a social and psychological process like policy analysis, or a physical phenomenon like the speed of sound through different media, the accuracy of our measurements is not based on the objectivity nor the subjectivity of the phenomenon. In large part, the accuracy is dependent upon the magnitude of our error or uncertainty.

Control of uncertainty. Conclusions of the classic papers concerning judgment under uncertainty (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972, 1973, and 1974; and, Lichtenstein and Fischhoff, 1977) have, for the most part, gone unchallenged.

There are three major classes of heuristics and biases which influence judgment under uncertainty:

- Representativeness
- Availability
- Adjustment and Anchoring

There are many subclasses of the major influences listed above. I will mention only one or two to provide some insight into how these heuristics and biases influence our judgments.

Representativeness. The representativeness heuristic relies on how closely a sample, A, resembles the population, B. The more A resembles B, the greater do we believe the probability is that A comes from B. But, there are well-documented situations when this rule can fail.

**Insensitivity to sample size.** Consider the following (Kahneman and Tversky, 1974):

"A certain town, is served by two hospitals. In the larger hospital about 45 babies are born each day, and in the smaller hospital about 15 babies are born each day. As you known, about 50 percent of all babies are boys. However, the exact percentage varies from day to day. Sometimes it may be higher than 50 percent, sometimes lower.

For a period of 1 year, each hospital recorded the days on which more than 60 percent of the babies born were boys. Which hospital do you think recorded more such days?

- The larger hospital (21)
- The smaller hospital (21)
- About the same (that is, within 5 percent of each other) (53).

The correct answer is the small hospital. The point here is that people tend to believe that a sampling statistic (60 percent) is independent of sample size (small or large number of births). In fact, sampling theory dictates, because of smaller variability of a large sample, that we should expect a 10 percent deviation to have a higher probability in a smaller hospital.

The misconceptions of chance. The misconception of chance bias explains that people expect a purely random stochastic process to be represented even in short sequences. Again from Kahneman and Tversky (1974):

"In considering tosses of a coin for heads or tails, for example, people regard the sequence H-T-H-T-T-H to be more likely than the sequence H-H-H-T-T-T, which does not appear random."
People apparently tend to believe that a global process should be represented in a sample of that process. This is, of course, the source of the "gambler's fallacy," that chance is a self-correcting process, when, in fact, the chance of any given event becomes more diluted as the process unfolds.

**Availability.** The availability heuristic refers to the fact that people tend to assess "the probability of an event by the ease with which instances or occurrences can be brought to mind" (Kahneman and Tversky, 1974). The data clearly show that the estimate of the probability of a specific event will be strongly influenced by the number of times an individual has observed that event around them. For example, people's estimates of the occurrence of fire or a specific accident are dependent on how often and recently they have experienced those events.

**Adjustment & Anchoring.** The anchoring heuristic refers to the fact that people tend to estimate the value of something depending on the initial starting value. For example, if people are asked to estimate a sample mean, and are given the 90th percentile, their estimate will be higher than the actual value. Conversely, if given the 10th percentile first, they tend to give an estimate lower than the actual value. If they are given the mean first, and then asked to estimate the 10th and 90th percentiles, the probability distributions will be "tighter" than the actual values. This is true for laymen and experts.

The issue of adjustment and anchoring possesses even more complexity than alluded to in the previous paragraph. In their paper titled "Judged Frequency of Lethal Events," Lichtenstein, et al. (1978) clearly demonstrated that we tend to overestimate low frequency events and underestimate high frequency events.

For risk analysts, this is good news and bad news. If we overestimate low frequency events, we would tend to be more conservative. On the other hand, if we underestimate high frequency events, then we would tend to be less conservative.

Even experts may subject the use of fault trees to what may be an anchoring bias (Fischhoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein, 1978). They report that experts and laymen alike tend to overestimate the significance of a given fault tree branch, if that branch is decomposed more than others.

**Summary.** In this subsection, I have detailed some of the fundamental concepts about technical uncertainty. As part of the presentation, I discussed the role of subjectivity in estimating the physical constants. It was shown that uncertainty based on subjective error may be a major contributor to our estimates of such constants as c. I wanted to highlight the subjective aspects of measurement, and their contribution to uncertainty, so that we may better appreciate the nature of the uncertainty surrounding judgments of probability.

I pointed out that just because we wish to measure a subjective phenomenon quantitatively, it does not mean that we cannot have a great deal of confidence concerning our accuracy or repeatability. However, it is important that we understand what heuristics and biases we bring to the measurement process. The cognitive, perceptual, and social influences on the judgment process can significantly bias the opinions of laymen and experts. The literature concerning technical uncertainty clearly shows that the direction and magnitude of the biases can be controlled.

Having established a groundwork for understanding uncertainty, I will review some of the basic aspects of quantitative policy analysis. In following sections, I will discuss how decision analytic tools, such as risk-based prioritization, can be integrated into TQM.

### 3.3. Quantitative Policy Analysis

Policy analysis. I use the term policy analysis synonymously with such concepts as regulatory and budgetary decision-making. That is, policy analysis refers to
the general process that managers use to shape the course and direction of their organizations or institutions.

In one of the better treatises on quantitative policy analysis, some of the experts in risk analysis highlighted the importance of quantifying uncertainty during decision-making in the following manner:

"Most of the problems which policy analysis must address involves uncertainty...uncertainty about factual matters and physical reality, uncertainty about future events, and uncertainty about peoples' preferences and values. In some way, all policy analysis must deal with this uncertainty. The most common solution is to ignore it, to treat uncertainty parameters and models as if they were known with precision. But another approach, which is seeing increasing application, is to try to characterize quantitatively uncertainty in the form of 'subjective' or 'judgmental' probability density functions which characterize one or several peoples' beliefs about their current state of understanding."

I would now like to compare Morgan's, et al. (1981) thought on uncertainty in policy analysis with that of Laplace (1825, as cited by Raiffa, 1970, pg. 274):

"Pierre Simon de Laplace, in A Philosophical Essay on Probabilities, stated that probability is but the 'expression of man's ignorance' and that the probability calculus is relevant to 'the most important questions of life' and not just to repetitive games of chance."

As can be seen from Laplace, the issue of uncertainty and decision-analysis has had a long academic history. Even in the years following Morgan's 1981 institutional report, there have been a number of fine open literature papers dealing with quantification of "technical" uncertainty during policy analysis. See, for example, Fischhoff and Whipple, 1981; Winkler and Sarin, 1981; Morgan, Morris, Henrion, Amaral, and Rish, 1984; Lein, 1992; and, Paté-Cornell and Bea, 1992.

None of these papers directly treats the issue of decision analysis techniques (risk-based prioritization) during budgetary analysis. To further highlight this point, I would like to cite a series of articles published in 1994, by the journal Risk Analysis commemorating the tenth anniversary of what has become a landmark risk analysis document (National Research Council, 1983).

Unfortunately, budgetary policy analysis is not dealt with directly by the "Red Book," as it has become known. The National Academy of Science (NAS) does, however, present the consensus paradigm for risk analysis, which has important implications — and, applications — to quantitative budget analysis.

The NAS paradigm divided the risk analysis process into that of "risk assessment," and "risk management." As the authors of the NAS report wrote:

"...judgments made in risk assessment are designated risk assessment policy, that is, policy related to and subservient to the scientific content of the process, in contrast with the policy invoked to guide risk management decisions, which has political, social, and economic determinants." (1983, pg. 37)

As represented in Figure 2, the process of Risk Assessment (RA) and Risk Management (RM) consists of overlapping activities. In a "tongue-in-check" discussion, Barnes (1994) somewhat indelicately describes RA and RM processes in the following manner:

Figure 2. The National Academy of Science's paradigm for risk analysis.

As represented in Figure 2, the process of Risk Assessment (RA) and Risk Management (RM) consists of overlapping activities. In a "tongue-in-check" discussion, Barnes (1994) somewhat indelicately describes RA and RM processes in the following manner:
- Hazard Identification. Is this stuff toxic?
- Dose-Response Assessment. How toxic is it?
- Exposure Assessment. Who is exposed to this stuff, how long, how often?
- Risk Characterization. So what?
- Risk Management. A response to the public's question: So what are you going to do about it?

In her review of the NAS paradigm, in the process of outlining the risk analysis process, Patton (1994) establishes an important perspective for the users of those management decisions.

"A comparably useful, but often overlooked, use of the paradigm represents the vantage point of the recipient of risk assessment information: the paradigm is also a useful aid for receiving, understanding, and mastering risk science information, and for translating that information for others in the communication chain. In this sense, the paradigm empowers the recipient by offering a diagnostic tool for studying the science used in the risk assessment process or any particular assessment." (Patton, 1994, pg. 375)

As we shall see later, the diagnostic utility of decision analysis, in contrast to the formal output, provides an extremely important tool which can be used for weighing the significance of the analysis.

Given these observations, we might alter the NAS paradigm to suit our own needs concerning the budgetary decision-making process. See the following figure.

As represented in Figure 3, budgetary policy analysis, like risk analysis, includes overlapping activities (for example, the process of Budget Assessment (BA) and Budget Management (BM) activities).

Figure 3. A quantitative budgetary policy analysis model based on the National Academy of Science's risk model.

In a "tongue-in-check" description similar to Barnes (1994), BA and BM activities can be represented as such:

- Line-Item Analysis. Am I going to have to pay for this?
- Cost-Use-Impact Assessment. How costly is it?
- Cost-Exposure Assessment. Who is going to use this stuff, how long, how often?
- Cost Characterization. So what?
- Cost Management. A response to the public's question: So what are you going to do with our money?

The purpose of this paper is not to elaborate these budgetary activities but to develop a decision theoretic perspective of the budgetary assessment process, which in some sense parallels that developed for risk and uncertainty analysis. Such a perspective will include the concerns of the analysts, the managers, and the customers — in other words, the core of a TQM model.

Ethics and quantification of uncertainty. Barnes (1994) addressed some of the weaknesses of the NAS risk assessment paradigm. It applies equally and explicitly to our model of budgetary uncertainty analysis:
“A perennial chestnut, the issue of adversity of effect (e.g., Which is worse: cancer or development effects?) has withstood all attempts at definitive resolution by the Agency (the EPA), the NAS, and anyone else for that matter. At bottom, the question of the relative concern to give to leukemia vs. missing limbs, or reproductive effects vs. stratospheric ozone depletion appears to be a value judgment to be made somewhere other than in the RA arena. Although such a statement may be true, it reflects a limitation in the ability of RA to answer the RM question: What are you going to do about these two risks?” (Barnes, 1994, pg. 222)

Clearly, Barne’s “adversity of effect” issue has a parallelism in uncertainty during budgetary policy analysis. For example, an overhead budget manager might ask: Should I spend the public’s money on protecting my people from the risk of heart attacks or exposure to radiological contamination? These types of questions prompt us to consider the ethical issues of risk-based prioritization and Total Quality Management.

The literature on the social implications of discounting provides a solid platform from which to view the ethical issues of quantitative uncertainty analysis and budget management.

Paté-Cornell (1984) presents a carefully considered discussion of the ethics of discounting. In its simplest form, discounting addresses the following question: What are the future returns on money invested in the present? Again, in the simplest solution to the question, we could apply von Neumann’s (1947) axioms of rationality to evaluate discounting’s multiattributes.

In evaluating different avenues of discounting, managers must assess (1) the magnitude of their uncertainties, (2) their preferences regarding risks, (3) the minimum rate of return, or (4) those benefits valued most. Paté-Cornell (1984) lists the following questions that managers should consider during discounting:

- What is the goal of doing a risk analysis for a given health and safety decision, and what is the meaning of discounting future potential lives (saved or threatened) in risk analysis?
- Is there a fundamental difference between intra- and intergenerational decisions?
- What are the possible definitions of equity (justice, fairness) and what do they imply for decisions affecting the future? (Paté-Cornell, 1984, pg. 19)

While investigating the implications of these questions, Paté-Cornell (1984) points out that, superficially at least, the notion of discounting implies economy of purpose. She writes:

“...the argument often is not whether or not discounting is appropriate..., but rather whether or not economic efficiency matters in the decision to be made.” (Paté-Cornell, 1984, pg. 22)

Paté-Cornell and others raise ethical issues that directly impinge on how workers perceive managers’ risk prioritization processes — and, ultimately, on the quality of workers’ performance. See the following for additional insights: Keeler, 1982; Kolb and Scheraga, 1990; Moore and Viscusi, 1990; Robinson, 1990; Scheraga, 1990; Cropper, Aydede, Portney, 1991; Shepard, 1992; Broome, 1994.

In this paper, I will not develop fully the ethics of discounting specifically, nor those of other quantitative analytic tools. I will simply state that as risk-based prioritization is developed and integrated into TQM models, managers must carefully consider not just economic efficiency, but also value systems of current and future workers. For, if workers believe that their value systems are not being considered during budgetary policy analysis, then product quality and customer satisfaction surely will suffer.
3.4. Conduct of Operations, DOE’s TQM Program, & Budget Analysis

Review & overview. To this point in the paper, I have provided a brief description of LIPS and TQM. I have shown how biases in the subjective assessment (quantitative or qualitative) of physical constants or policy analysis can influence estimates of technical uncertainty and judgments of experts. I also have offered a general presentation of some of the ethical implications of quantitative policy analysis.

Decision-Theoretic Tools Described in DOE Documents. In this section, I would like to briefly discuss what DOE’s documents currently say about the use of decision-theoretic tools in budgetary policy analysis and management.

DOE Order 5480.19, Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities.

The purpose of this Order is:

“To provide requirements and guidelines for Departmental Elements to use in developing directives, plans, and/or procedures relating to the conduct of operations...” (pg. 1)

Despite this statement, paragraph C (Guidelines), subparagraph 1 (Operations Policies) in Attachment 1 (pg. 1-16) of the Order provides no guidance concerning how a manager is to develop policies. Furthermore, I was unable to find any reference to policy analysis methods and techniques to develop policies for budgetary analysis.

DOE Order 5700.6C, Quality Assurance.

The purpose of this Order is:

“To establish quality assurance requirements for the Department of Energy.” (pg. 1)

The Order neither defines nor makes reference to methods which should be used to develop policies for budgetary analysis.

DOE/HR-0066, Total Quality Management Implementation Guidelines.

While the pamphlet urges that DOE departments use strategic planning in the budgeting process (pg. 66), the document does not go on to recommend any specific methodology (e.g., decision theoretic or risk-based prioritization) for budgetary analysis.


The National Academy of Science was chartered by DOE to evaluate and make recommendations regarding environmental risk assessment (National Research Council, 1994). The document provides specific recommendations that state-of-the-art, quantitative, probabilistic risk assessments be used for identifying the factors in environmental clean-up programs.

Though this document provides specific guidance for quantifying risk, it does not specify any policy analysis nor any management decision-making tools.


This document was prepared by eight federal agencies, including the Department of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The document states that applications of risk assessment include management support, by providing risk-based perspectives for decision making (pg. 13).

As with the other documents discussed earlier, the Federal Coordinating Council’s findings do not develop any decision theoretic tools to aid in management decision making.
Summary. None of the major DOE "controlling" documents provides any guidance in the use of decision-theoretic tools for management of policies; and, I found no reference to the use of risk-based prioritization for decision-making, in general, or budgetary policy analysis specifically.

3.5. Integration of TQM, Risk-Based Prioritization, & Budget Analysis.

Ethics of capitalism and TQM. It is in the ethics of TQM — as much as its call to analytics — that mandates the use of risk-based prioritization in policy analysis.

The birthright of TQM can be traced to capitalism. Yet, on the surface, the ethics of capitalism are antithetical to the welfare of either the workers or customers.

Capitalism promotes maximizing profits versus costs (which trades stockholders' interests over that of the workers'). Capitalism also attempts to maximize a product's margin (its cost to produce versus its sales price) versus the product's value (worth compared to utility and cost), a trade which favors the stockholders' interests — again over that of customers'.

What TQM brings to the table is that it inextricably ties the profit motive to the interests of workers and customers. TQM promotes a business and management ethic which favors the interests of no single participant of a system. TQM advocates that an organization should measure its own success by how it optimizes (a) the interests of its workers, (b) the value of its product to the customer, and (c) its profits.

The implication of this "TQM Credo" is that we should no longer define success by a unidimensional metric such as profit. TQM would have us define organizational success as a metric with multiple attributes. It follows then, that if we are to measure systematically the success of our organization, we are led to a systems theoretic, decision analytic process such as risk-based prioritization, which uses, as a principal tool, Multiattribute Utility Analysis (MUA).

As I described in earlier sections, MUA is a systematic process by which decision-makers can list the attributes of various alternatives, weight the importance of the attributes using individual preferences or judgments, and come to an equitable, logical decision.

Summary. In this section, I have closed the argument concerning why a decision analytic tool, such as risk-based prioritization, should be an integral process of TQM.

The ethics model used by TQM has brought about fundamental changes in our perspective of capitalism and, by way of analogy, our perspective of organizational management. The conclusion being that, if during budgetary policy analysis, we were to apply TQM ethics and principles, then we need to systematically consider the interests of all stakeholders — from the public to Congress. One decision theoretic tool that carries empirical consensus in the scientific community is the risk-based prioritization tool called Multiattribute Utility Analysis.

3.6. Use of Measurement in Managing DOE Policy Analysis

In a previous section (3.3), I mentioned Barnes' (1994) comment that one of the problems of risk-based management process is "adversity of effect." The problem, or more properly, the dilemma, is exemplified by the following question: "Which is worse, lung cancer or breast cancer?"

"...there is convincing evidence that normal people, completely rational in all generally accepted senses of the word, view technologies in a framework much broader than is possible for risk analysis. In the long run, decision making in a democracy reflects the values of its citizens, and policy decisions about technology must reflect this wider perspective, viewing technology in its larger social context." (pg. 272)

I would argue that in policy analysis, decision theoretic approaches take up where risk assessment leaves off. This applies equally well to operations budget analysis or the planning of a research program.

The Department of Energy's Defense Program's Office has much at stake in our post-Cold War era of neo-peace, made up of small, low-intensity, regional conflicts. DP must be responsive to Congressional and Military requirements to ensure our Nation's security by maintaining a safe, nuclear deterrent force. Yet, DP must also be responsive to the international peace initiatives to disarm. These burdens must be considered in light of DP's stewardship of future generations' safety from radiological hazards.

As Otway (1985) wrote:

"...social acceptability of technologies depends upon a wide range of attributes, including risk, but that it also depends upon factors of cultural, social, psychological, and political significance." (pg. 271)

We have here the perfect forum for risk-based prioritization of research and development budgets. If nuclear explosive policy analysis is to address the varied concerns of all national and international stakeholders, decision theoretic methods can logically and equitably provide management guidance.

3.7. Summary

In the preceding subsections, I have laid the groundwork for understanding technical uncertainty. I examined the role of private, internal psychological processes that enter into making both objective and subjective estimates.

I also developed a budget management model based on the National Academy of Science's risk assessment paradigm. I highlighted the fact that DOE's "controlling" documents concerning policy analysis do not provide specific guidance concerning budget management.

I followed the subsection on documents with a discussion of the ethics of capitalism and management. I pointed out that if TQM is to address policy analysis issues in an equitable fashion, it must follow a quantitative, systematic approach such as risk-based prioritization.

Section 3, "Risk-Based Prioritization & TQM," ended with a brief discussion of the value of applying the ethics of TQM — using decision sciences as a backdrop — to the problem of nuclear explosive program policy analysis.
4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In the confines of a limited-scope paper, I have dealt with a wide range of issues, while focusing on the paper’s purpose:

Examine the theoretical foundations of risk-based prioritization methodologies, like LIPS, in context with modern organizational effectiveness programs, like TQM.

The value of risk-based prioritization tools, like Multiattribute Utility Analysis (MUA), is that it can be used to reduce technical uncertainty during policy analysis. The utility of Total Quality Management (TQM) is that it optimizes the expected utility of a system to all the stakeholders — managers and owners, workers, and customers. The question arises: Can an MUA tool, such as the Laboratory Integration Prioritization Tool (LIPS), be integrated fully into TQM methodologies?

Technical uncertainty surrounds all nondeterministic outcomes (which includes most decisions we make). Furthermore, decisions we make in the face of uncertainty are influenced by a number of well known heuristics and biases. The magnitude and direction of the uncertainty, or error, surrounding our decisions may be controlled to some extent, given our understanding of judgment heuristics.

Judgment heuristics modify our technical decisions concerning objective phenomena, like the physical constants, as well as the privately centered, subjective phenomena such as cognitive behavior. The latter becomes particularly important when dealing with policy analysis and management decisions which must incorporate beliefs and values of a variety of stakeholders in a system.

It is in the domain of technical policy analysis — irrespective of whether the policy deals with implementation of high consequence nuclear technology or managing a budget — that decision theoretic tools, such as MUA, can have a positive impact. Over the last decade, the risk analysis community, with those in decision sciences, have clearly identified some of the limits of the risk assessment process.

Risk assessment typically deals with the technical aspects of a management process. For example: "How many fatalities will technology 'X' produce? Or, will high-consequence technology 'Y' fail in the next year?" Decision scientists designed Risk Assessment (RA) to assist managers in understanding the consequences of management choices. Risk analysts never intended that RA data be the only data with which a manager made a decision. Somewhere between von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) and the present generation of managers and analysts, the notion was lost that RA is an analytic tool — not a decision tool.

To make "better" policy choices, managers must turn to decision theoretic methods. (The term "better" is used here in the sense that a manager rationally selects an alternative, which optimizes the values and interests of each system stakeholder.) That managers actually do this may or may not be the case. However, the point is that there are decision theoretic tools for policy management upon which there is much technical consensus.

One such decision tool is the MUA called LIPS. It should be remembered that LIPS was initiated to make Tri-Lab operations budget policy decisions more equitable and responsive to DOE's oversight concerns. During the development of LIPS, a new DOE administration began advocating a management philosophy called TQM.

TQM brings to the table an ethics base which necessitates that managers carefully consider the interests of all stakeholders. To this end, LIPS provides a vehicle by which DOE operations managers weigh budget considerations prior to decision making. In this sense, LIPS may be viewed as a tool that supports TQM in general, and budget policy analysis specifically.
I concluded the main body of the paper with a brief argument that MUA may be useful during DP's' program policy analysis process. MUA could be used to carefully consider the multiple, political influences that DOE DP managers must deal with during annual program budget allocations.
Alternatives to Utility Theory. The term "utility" in MUA makes specific reference to Utility Theory as it was formulated by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947). In order to develop a set of tractable mathematical solutions, in its basic form, Utility Theory makes a number of simplifying assumptions.

For example, decision makers are assumed to have complete information about the probabilities and consequences of the alternatives. The theory assumes that the decision makers understand the consequences, compute the associated probabilities, and then select the alternative that maximizes the utility function. It does not take much to stretch one's imagination and realize that the actual world does not operate in this manner.

I do not point this out to dismiss Utility Theory. The theory is simple to implement, and in many situations approximates actual outcomes.

However, as a sidebar to my discussion of MUA presented in the main body of the paper, I feel it is important to describe at least one alternative to Utility Theory — or, what is probably the most widely accepted alternative, Prospect Theory (PT). I do this not to promote an alternative to LIPS, but merely for completeness of the paper.

Prospect Theory. In the decade following von Neumann and Morgenstern’s book, it was clear that Utility Theory did not predict all outcomes of human decision making. In 1956, the economist and Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon hypothesized that people do not optimize, they “satisfice.”

What Simon tried to account for were the situations in which people act “irrationally.”

The Allais (1953) and the Ellsberg (1961) Paradoxes are typical examples. Briefly, the paradoxes pose probabilistic questions, which force the participants into contradictory behaviors. These conflicting actions demonstrate that people only optimize to a point. Once they believe the solution is “good enough,” they stop attempting to reach an optimal solution.

Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) handles many of the situations that Utility Theory does not.

“Unlike expected utility theory, prospect theory predicts that preferences will depend on how a problem is framed. If the reference point is defined such that an outcome is viewed as a gain, then ... decision makers will tend to be risk averse... if the reference point is defined such that an outcome is viewed as a loss, then ... decision makers will be risk seeking.” (Plous, 1993, pg. 97)

The reader is referred to either the Kahneman and Tversky (1979) paper or to Plous (1993) for a more complete discussion of PT. Again, the intent is not to advocate an alternative to LIPS’s approach to budget analysis. I felt that it was important for the reader to realize that the literature does recognize the limitations of Utility Theory, and depending upon the setting, Prospect Theory (PT) may prove useful.

Though much recognition is being given to PT, the reader should be aware that because it is much younger, it has not been as thoroughly “exercised” as Utility Theory. As a result, decision analysts have not completely defined PT’s limitations.
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